
he influence of claude-Joseph Vernet 
(1714-1789) on Jacob philipp hackert is clear in this work; 
Vernet had painted a similar view of lake nemi in 1748, 
now in the national Gallery of canada, ottawa (fig. 1). in 
his version of the same scene, hackert bathes his picture in a 

warmer light and has skilfully constructed the intimate foreground scene 
of the composition as the focal point, rather than the factual topography 
as Vernet, and earlier artists, had done. Lake Nemi from the North, with 
the Town of Nemi and the Town of Genzano beyond, with a Donkey and 
Travellers on a Path in the Foreground, painted nearly fifty years after 
Vernet’s interpretation, is a mature and structured work, typical of 
hackert’s refined oeuvre. the viewer’s eye is guided into the landscape 
by the heavily laden donkey in the left foreground, its head muzzled 
with a decorative feed bag. to the left, a group of travellers amble down 
a rocky path; a maiden rides side-saddle and holds a woven basket whilst 
her companion walks alongside; the couple exemplify the ideal rusticity 
hackert wished to represent in this italianate landscape. 

 this hitherto unrecorded picture signed, inscribed and dated 1803, 
shows the small volcanic crater of lagodi nemi in the celli albani range 
of mountains south of rome, bathed in a characteristically even, gentle 
light. the picturesque town of nemi is perched on the hilltop with its 
monumental palazzo buonovale, and on the opposite side of the lake in 
the distance is the small town of Genzano (fig. 2). the sea is visible on 
the horizon with the soft silhouette of Monte circeo beyond. the three 
small fishing boats on the lake hint at the emperor caligula’s famous 
scuttled pleasure boats, rediscovered during the renaissance and which 
were finally salvaged in 1929 on the orders of Benito Mussolini (1883-
1945). the name nemi derived from the latin neumus Ariceum, or ‘grove 
of ariccia’, which was the ancient site of a temple sacred to the goddess 
diana. hackert appears to have only painted this particular view in two 
other versions, both dated 1784.
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 the landscape of lake nemi was also treated by hackert’s travelling 
companion, the British romantic painter and watercolourist John robert 
cozens (1752-1797) (fig. 3). like hackert's, cozens’ work often reflected 
the classical compositional formulae of claude lorrain (c.1604/5-1682), 
nicolas poussin (1594-1665) and Gaspard dughet (1615-1675).
 hackert was active in italy from 1768. in summarising the artist's 
skills, the celebrated writer, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832), 
a friend and admirer of the artist as well as his travelling companion and 
biographer concluded that hackert had ‘eine unglaubliche Meisterschaft 
die natur abzuschreiben’, an amazing ability to capture nature. such 
aptitude was first developed at the Berlin academy, where hackert 
encountered the twin influences of dutch seventeenth-century landscape 
painting and the art of claude lorrain who would be an enduring 
influence on hackert’s development. hackert shared claude’s preference 
for creating the ‘ideal landscape’, as he sought to portray an image that was 

more beautiful and better ordered than nature itself. Italian Landscape in 
the hermitage’s collection epitomises this claudean philosophy (fig. 4). 
Bathed in soft peachy hues, the tranquillity of the waters are juxtaposed 
with the rising architecture of the small hill town showing a classical, 
idealised landscape bearing close similarities to the present work. 
 later when hackert moved to work in rome, he became one of the 
‘roman Germans’ to turn to the ideas of the french classical painter 
nicolas poussin (1594-1665) and apply neo-classical principles to 
landscape painting. Much of his output was devoted to views of famous 
sites and idyllic rustic landscapes, which were eagerly sought by foreign 
visitors to italy; for instance Great Casacdes at Tivoli in the hermitage (fig. 
5). it is possible that the present work was executed with this european 
market in mind. 
 hackert came from a family of artists and often collaborated with his 
brother Johann Gottlieb hackert (1744-1773). after receiving a basic 
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artistic education from his father and uncle, who were both painters, 
Jacob philipp hackert attended the drawing classes of Blaise nicholas 
le sueur (1716-1783), the director of the Berlin academy in 1758. 
With an early interest in landscape painting, hackert began copying the 
works of claude and dutch seventeenth-century artists. he travelled in 
northern Germany where he received commissions for decorative cycles 
in stralsund and rügen, and in 1764 he visited sweden. from 1765 until 
1768 hackert lived in paris, where he met landscape and marine painter 
claude-Joseph Vernet (1714-1789) and eventually invited his brother 
Johann, also a landscape painter, to join him. in paris, hackert’s popular 
paintings, gouaches, and drawings were already being reproduced in 
print form. 
 in 1768, the hackert brothers left for rome, which would remain 
their main residence until 1786, although they made countless trips 
in search of different types of landscape. in 1770 they visited naples, 
a city which, with its natural and cultural treasures, was an important 
destination for any traveller to italy. 
 in 1771, hackert received an important commission from catherine 
the Great of russia (1729-1796) to paint a series of canvases depicting 
russia’s naval victory over turkey. in depicting the battle, the artist 
enlisted the advice of count alexey orlov (1737-1808), one of 
catherine’s lovers and commander-in-chief of the fleet sent against the 
turks and sir samuel Greig (1736-1788), a distinguished British naval 
officer in russian service, as well as specially produced plans of the Bay 
of chesme and the location of the two squadrons. as hackert was not 
present at the battle, a russian ship was exploded in the port of livorno 
to replicate the effect. in 1772, the painting was sent to st. petersburg 
together with turkish military trophies and shown to the empress, after 
which it entered the Winter palace (fig. 6). 
 hackert’s work found many prominent buyers, and he turned down 
an offer to become court painter in russia, though his brother William 
settled in russia in 1774 to become a drawing master. in 1782, hackert 
returned once more to naples and was introduced to King ferdinand 
iV (1751-1825), who commissioned several works. four years later 
hackert became his court painter. in 1787 he met Goethe several times 
during the latter’s stay in naples; Goethe recorded their meetings in his 

Italienische Reise (1817). Goethe admired his works, took painting lessons 
from him, and it was Goethe who eventually urged hackert to write his 
autobiography, which the writer adapted and published after hackert’s 
death. 
 political unrest caused the royal family to seek refuge in palermo in 
1798, and the arrival of french troops in naples one year later forced 
hackert to leave the city and his life at court. after a year in pisa, hackert 
and his brother settled in florence in 1800. three years later hackert 
bought a nearby estate in san pietro di careggi, where he worked and 
made careful studies of rocks, trees, and plants, which he regarded as the 
basis for his landscapes. among a few other works hackert wrote one 
short treatise on the use of varnish, Sull’uso della vernice nella pittura 
(1788), and one on landscape painting, Theoretisch-praktische Anleitung 
zum richtigen und geschmackvollen Landschafts-Zeichnen nach der Natur.

We are grateful to dr. claudia nordhoff for confirming the attribution 
and for her assistance in researching this painting.
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